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� Composite preparation using

1000 �C pre-treated, HNO3þglucose

functionalized carbon.

� Composites with different

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios and TiO2-

rutile phase were obtained.

� Moir�e pattern from overlapping

mixed oxide crystallites in com-

posites was observed.

� Influence of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ra-

tios of composites on performance

was determined.

� Influence of carbon functionaliza-

tion on the electrochemical per-

formance was studied.
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An optimized route for preparation of Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composite supports for Pt electro-

catalysts with 75/25 and 25/75 oxide/carbon mass ratio was elaborated using commercial

(BP: Black Pearls 2000) and functionalized (FC) carbon materials. The sol-gel-based syn-

thesis resulted in complete Mo incorporation into the rutile-TiO2 lattice which is a pre-

requisite for good CO tolerance and high stability. According to the TG and XPS

measurements the highest amount of oxygen-containing functional groups was obtained

on the BP carbon annealed in nitrogen at 1000 �C and functionalized with HNO3 and

glucose.

The electrochemical stability tests for 500 polarization cycles performed on the 20 wt%

Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC catalysts revealed similarly small performance loss (8.5e11.8%) in case of

all support materials. Considering the negative effect of the oxide content of the catalyst
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Pt electrocatalysts
CO-tolerance
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most promising.
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Introduction

Due to their high energy density, low operation temperature,

and high conversion efficiency, Polymer Electrolyte Mem-

brane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) fueled with hydrogen are the most

important type of fuel cells for widespread utilization in

automobile, stationary and portable applications. One of the

key components responsible for the longevity, performance

and price of PEMFCs is the electrocatalyst. The best available

catalysts belong to the Pt/C family; these are known to suffer

from corrosion, which can only be compensated with

extremely high Pt loading, keeping the price of the cells high

[1e3]. Moreover, CO tolerance of the Pt-based anode catalysts

is highly important when feeding low temperature PEMFC

stacks with hydrogen obtained from the reforming of hydro-

carbons [4]. It is therefore important to explore alternative

materials that can provide increased CO tolerance and

improved stability across the anticipated potential/pH win-

dow compared to carbon [5e8].

According to the literature, the stability of the electrodes

can be improved primarily by increasing the stability of the

catalyst support. The way for improving the CO tolerance of

the electrocatalyst by the bifunctional mechanism is to

create interfaces between Pt particles and an oxide-

containing support which is (i) stable under the reaction

conditions, (ii) electroconductive, (iii) generates OH groups as

oxidants at low potential and (iv) stabilizes the small size of

the Pt particles [9e12]. Protection against leaching of non-

noble metal oxide components under acidic conditions and

high potentials is one of the key requirements for fuel cell

applications [13,14].

Composite type support materials with TiO2 coating are

widely used. Highly graphitic carbons provide a good back-

bone for retaining the original nanoscale and uniform TiO2

coatings (<10 nm) without sintering during heat treatment

[15]. Decreasing of the micropore volume in mesoporous car-

bon by the TiO2 coating can positively influence the catalytic

behavior [16,17]. The strong interaction between the TiO2

coating on carbon and the Pt results in drastically increased

electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of the Pt and in-

hibits the agglomeration and corrosion of the metal nano-

particles (NPs) resulting in improved stability in accelerated

aging tests [18e20].

However, it is known that high oxide content in the anode

catalyst layer can result in some increase of the internal

resistance of the cell and as a consequence in a performance

loss [21]. Thus, upon the preparation of the oxide-containing

composite supports the main goal is to determine an

optimal ratio between the oxide and the active carbon in the

composites, which provides an oxide coating over carbon, but
O tolerant Pt electrocata
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also ensures the existence of a percolating network of carbon-

carbon contacts for guaranteeing the good conductivity of the

materials. It is necessary to mention that the literature is

somewhat controversial on this question. It appears that the

synthesis method used for the preparation of TiO2 coating

over carbon support has the most important influence on the

electrochemical properties of the catalysts. Thus, taking into

account both the activity and stability of various Pt/TiO2eC

catalysts, in Ref. [22] 40 wt% of TiO2 in the composite support

was chosen as optimal. However, upon investigation of the Pt/

TiO2eC catalysts with different TiO2 loadings (10, 30 and 60%)

the highest stability in the potential range of 0.05e1.3 V (vs.

RHE) was obtained on the catalyst with 10% TiO2 content [23].

Presence of multifunctional mixed oxides in the composite

further complicates the situation. It has been demonstrated

[24] that if the content of the oxide in the Pt/Ti0.9Sn0.1O2eC

catalyst was too low, the promotional role of the Ti0.9Sn0.1O2

was not observed; the highest methanol electrooxidation ac-

tivity was obtained on the Pt catalysts supported on the

composite with a Ti0.9Sn0.1O2/C mass ratio of 15/35. The effect

of the carbon content in the CeTaNbTiO2 hybrid support on

the physicochemical properties of the PtePd supported cata-

lysts was studied by Wang et al. [25]. It has been found that

along with excellent electrochemical properties the PtePd

catalyst with carbon content of 75 wt% has good conductiv-

ity and higher specific surface area compared to the catalyst

with 25 wt% of carbon (4.88 S cm�1 and 683 m2 g�1 vs.

0.23 S cm�1 and 45 m2 g�1).

In our recent studies [26e29] the design and preparation of

Pt electrocatalysts deposited onto Ti(1-x)MxO2-C (M ¼ W, Mo)

composites with Ti(1-x)MxO2/C ¼ 75/25 and 50/50 wt% content

was presented. Optimum experimental conditions were

found to synthesize Ti(1-x)MxO2-C (M ¼ W, Mo; x ¼ 0.2e0.4)

composite materials with exclusive incorporation of the W or

Mo ions into substitutional sites of the TiO2-rutile lattice.

Under such circumstances the TiO2 lattice protects the doping

metals from dissolution, while the incorporated dopants can

still provide CO tolerance. We demonstrated that the catalytic

properties of the system are mainly determined by the inter-

action between Pt and doping transition M metals (M ¼ W,

Mo). The electrochemical stability tests revealed that the

degradation rate of the composite supported catalysts ismuch

smaller than that of the Pt/C and PtRu/C [26,27,30]. Better

performance of the Pt/Ti0.7M0.3O2eC (M¼W,Mo) catalysts in a

single cell test device using hydrogen containing 100 ppm CO

compared to the reference Pt/C and PtRu/C catalysts was also

demonstrated [31].

In principle, in order to improve dispersion of Pt NPs, or

any other metallic species catalytically active in a given

(electro)catalytic reaction, it would be advantageous to
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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utilize supports with large surface area displaying a high

number of functional groups. It is well known that the

inert surface of carbon requires suitable chemical modifi-

cation to increase its hydrophilicity and, additionally, to

improve the interaction between the support surface and

the active phase. Thus, functionalization of the carbona-

ceous support may help a more disperse deposition of metal

oxides [32].

Common procedure of the surface functionalization of the

carbon support consists of treatment with HNO3, H2O2, a

mixture of HNO3eH2SO4 acids, citric acid, etc. [33e40]. Torres

et al. [41] showed that the effect of the different oxidants can

be related to the nature of the functional groups on the car-

bon surface. Thus, HNO3-treated carbon displays a high

density of both strong and weak acid sites, while H2O2-

treated carbons show an important concentration of weak

acid sites along with a low concentration of strong acid sites

[41,42].

It has been demonstrated that functionalization of the

carbonaceous support with glucose, HNO3 or mixture of

HNO3eH2SO4 acids facilitates the growth of uniform layer of

very small TiO2 NPs on the carbon surface [43,44]. The use of

adsorbed glucose is a good tool to control the size of the

deposited TiO2 NPs providing homogeneous coating and to

enhance conductivity of TiO2/C composite [45]. Recent results

obtained on Pt/TiO2/C catalysts, prepared using glucose-

treated Vulcan XC-72, show superior oxygen reduction reac-

tion (ORR) activity and better durability during accelerated

stress tests [46]. It is necessary tomention that in our previous

studies upon the preparation of Ti(1-x)MoxO2-C composite

materials [28e31] carbon was used without preliminary

functionalization.

In the present work our aim is to develop a synthesis

method for composite supports based on Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-coated

functionalized carbon, to assess the potential beneficial effect

of the functionalized carbon on the electrocatalytic behavior

and stability of the 20 wt% Pt/Ti0.8M0.2O2eC catalysts and to

determine the optimal Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratio for retaining of the

stable TiO2-based coating over carbon during the stability

test.
Materials and methods

Functionalization of commercial carbon

The functionalization of commercial carbon (BP: Black Pearls

2000 (Cabot)) was done using either a one-step treatment with

glucose or by a two-step treatment with HNO3 and glucose

(HNO3þ glucose) according to the procedure recommended by

Odetola et al. [43,46], demonstrated schematically in Figs. S1

and S2 of the Supplementary Material.

In some cases before functionalization carbon was pre-

treated in nitrogen at 1000 �C (BP1000). Occasionally, pre-

viously functionalized carbon was annealed at 500 �C in N2

for elimination of less stable surface oxygen groups. Details

of such treatments are given in the Supplementary

Material.
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
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Synthesis of Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composite materials and Pt
electrocatalysts

Using these functionalized carbon (FC) materials and un-

modified BP carbon the synthesis of mixed-oxide coated

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composites (atomic ratio Ti/Mo ¼ 80/20) with

the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C mass ratio of 75/25 was done as described

earlier in our previous studies (see Fig. 1, route A). Shortly, the

synthesis consists of three main steps: low temperature

deposition of rutile nuclei on the carbon backbone, which is

completed by an aging step, introduction of the Mo precursor

and driving the Mo into the rutile crystallites by a high-

temperature annealing step. For further details see our

earlier works [28e30].

Upon the preparation of the compositeswith higher carbon

content (Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ¼ 25/75) after addition of carbon to the

TiO2 sol appropriate amount of cc. HNO3 was also added to

compensate the whole acidity of the synthesis mixture (see

Table 1 and Fig. 1, route B).

Our preliminary results demonstrate that upon prepara-

tion of the compositematerialswith the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C¼ 25/75

ratio the aging of the synthesis mixture at room temperature

(RT) for 4 days results in the formation of pure TiO2-anatase

phase, which is not suitable forMo dopingwith our technique.

Therefore as shown in Fig. 1 (route B), for the formation of the

TiO2-rutile phase on the carbon surface, the 4-day aging pro-

cedure was divided into two additional steps: (i) stirring at RT

for 88 h and (ii) raising the temperature to 65 �C and holding at

65 �C for another 8 h.

The difference between the preparation of composite ma-

terials with different Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios was presented in

Table 1 and Fig. 1.

In the following discussion the sample identifier contains

the nominal composition of the composite materials denoted

by the nominal weight percentage of the carbon with respect

to the mixed oxide content, along with the type of carbon

used, as 25BP (meaning the composite of 75 wt% of

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2 and 25 wt% of untreated Black Pearls 2000 carbon)

or 25FC and 75BP or 75FC, respectively; in all cases the desired

Ti/Mo atomic ratio was 80/20.

Loading of 20 wt% of Pt using H2PtCl6 precursor com-

pound was done by NaBH4 and ethylene glycol reduction-

precipitation method as described in details in Refs.

[28e30].

Physicochemical characterization

Surface functionalization of the carbon was followed by

thermogravimetric and XPS measurements. The composite

materials and the corresponding Pt catalysts were character-

ized by XRD, TEM, XPS and nitrogen adsorption

measurements.

Thermogravimetric (TG) measurements were done using a

modified PerkinElmer TGS-2 thermobalance. About 3 mg

samples were measured in inert argon atmosphere at a flow

rate of 140ml/min. The sampleswere heated at a rate of 20 �C/
min from room temperature to the final temperature of 900 �C
in a platinum sample pan.
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Fig. 1 e Flow chart for preparing 75%Ti0.8Mo0.2O2e25%C (route A) and 25%Ti0.8Mo0.2O2e75%C (route B) composite materials

using functionalized carbon (FC) and unmodified BP carbon materials. Difference between the synthesis routes are

highlighted in red color. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web

version of this article.)

Table 1 e Nominal composition and preparation details of the samples with the different Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios.

Samples nominal compositiona TiO2 sol Suspension of carbon Mo precursor, gc

H2O, mL HNO3, mL Ti precursor, mLb C, g H2O, mL HNO3, mL

75Ti0.8Mo0.2O2e25C 21 2.35 2.05 0.25 10 e 0.2989

25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2e75C 7 0.78 0.68 0.75 15 0.78 0.0997

a Expected composition of composites with different Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C mass ratio.
b Ti precursor compound: titanium-isopropoxide (Ti(O-i-Pr)4, Aldrich, 97%).
c Mo precursor compound: ammonium heptamolybdate tetrahydrate (NH4)6Mo7O24 � 4H2O, Merck, 99%). HNO3 (65%, Molar Chemicals, a.r.).

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y x x x ( x x x x ) x x x4
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies were per-

formed in an Omicron EA 125 electron spectrometer. Non-

monochromatized MgKa (1253.6 eV) radiation was used for

excitation, while spectra were collected in the “Fixed Analyser

Transmission” mode (Epass: 30 eV, resolution around 1 eV). In

order to prepare samples with appropriate mechanical sta-

bility and electrical conductivity, the powders were sus-

pended in hexane and drops of the suspensions were dried

onto standard stainless steel Omicron sample plates.

Measured data were analyzed by the CasaXPS [47] and the

XPSMultiQuant [48,49] software packages.

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were done using a

Philips model PW 3710 based PW 1050 Bragg-Brentano paraf-

ocusing goniometer with CuKa radiation (l ¼ 0.15418 nm),

graphite monochromator and proportional counter.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) studies of the sam-

ples were made by use of a JEOL 3010 high resolution trans-

mission electron microscope operating at 300 kV.

Nitrogen adsorption measurements were used to determine

the specific surface area (SBET). Prior to the measurement the

sample was pretreated in He flow at 750 �C for 8 h then
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
corrosion, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/
evacuated at 10�6 Torr and cooled down to the temperature of

liquid nitrogen.

Electrochemical characterization

The electrochemical measurements were carried out in a

standard three-electrode configuration at RT using a Bio-

logic SP150 potentiostat. 0.5 M H2SO4 was used as electro-

lyte. Glassy carbon (GC; d ¼ 0.3 cm) electrode with

0.0707 cm2 surface area was used as working electrode.

Platinum wire was used as counter electrode and a

hydrogen electrode as reference electrode. All potentials are

given on RHE scale.

Electrocatalytic performance of the 20 wt% Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC

electrocatalysts was studied by cyclic voltammetry and COads-

stripping voltammetry measurements combined with stabil-

ity test involving 500 polarization cycles and the secondCOads-

stripping voltammetry measurement. The details of the

working electrode preparation, the catalyst ink composition

and electrocatalytic measurements were described in Refs.

[28e30].
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Results and discussion

Functionalization of commercial carbon

Functionalization of the carbon has been done to reach amore

disperse deposition of metal oxides over the carbon support.

Thermal analysis is a straightforward method for assessing

the nature of the introduced functional groups. Table 2 sum-

marizes the functionalized carbon materials and their func-

tional group content based on TG measurements as well as

the BET surface area of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composites with

25 wt% carbon content. As shown in Table 2 after treatment

with glucose, an eOH rich molecule, or with (HNO3 þ glucose)

the content of the surface oxygen groups in FCswas estimated

between 9.4 and 19.5%, respectively. Pre-treatment of carbon

in nitrogen at 1000 �C for 3 h before functionalization (BP1000)

results in further increase of the amount of oxygen-containing

functional groups up to 22%.

As shown in Fig. 2 the thermal decomposition of FCs pro-

ceeds with elimination of the surface functional groups in one

(sample FC-1) or two steps (sample FC-2). Upon TG measure-

ments done on glucose-doped carbon materials the mass

losses observed at temperature below 500 �C were assigned to

the pyrolysis of glucose, which proceeds with elimination of

water and volatile decomposition products [43,46,50e52].

Moreover, it has been reported [53,54] that stronger acid

groups (e.g. carboxylic, anhydride groups) decompose be-

tween 200 and 500 �C with maximum at 273 �C, whereas the

decomposition of the weaker acid sites (e.g. lactone, phenol,

carbonyl groups) started at higher temperatures (407 �C).
According to the TG results (see Table 2 and Fig. 2) it can be

argued that the amount and type of the surface oxygen groups

depends on the type of the oxidizing/functionalizing reagent

used.

However, it is well known that catalysts supported on FC

could not tolerate high-temperature treatments (HTT, an

essential step in the synthesis of the mixed oxides), due to the

instability of surface oxygen groups of the support [55]. Thus,

even if these surface groups help in ensuring high dispersion
Table 2 e Structural properties of the FCs detemined by
TG measurements and the BET surface area of the 25FC
composite materials.

Sample Treatmenta FG, %b SBET, m
2/gc

FC-1 BP/glucose 9.4 141

FC-2 BP/HNO3 þ glucose 19.5 135

FC-2/500 FC-2, N2, 500 �C, 1 hd 6.9 123

FC-3 BP1000e/glucose 17.4 169

FC-4 BP1000e/HNO3 þ glucose 22.0 147

a Functionalization treatment of commercial BP carbon.
b The percentage of the surface oxygen functional groups (FG) in

FCs estimated from TG results based on the starting weight of

functionalized materials and carbon residues measured at 900 �C
after the thermal decomposition.

c BET surface area of the 25FC compositematerials prepared on the

given functionalized carbon.
d Additional treatment of the sample FC-2 in N2 at 500 �C for 1 h.
e BP carbon pretreated at 1000 �C in nitrogen for 3 h before

functionalization.

Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
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of depositedmetal ormetal oxide, sensitivity of the functional

groups to the HTT negatively influences the final dispersion of

metallic Pt and its resistance to sintering if the preparation of

the catalyst requires annealing at elevated temperatures. In

this respect, the final dispersion of deposited metal or metal

oxides and resistance to sintering are more negatively

affected by the presence of the less stable functional groups.

To resolve this problem prior to the introduction of the active

phase the elimination of the surface functional groups, which

decompose at low temperature, was recommended using HTT

in He at 500 �C for 1 h [56,57].

Since for incorporation of Mo into the rutile-TiO2 lattice

HTT at 600 �C is needed [28e30], we checked the effect of the

recommended pre-annealing treatment on the functional

group content of the FC-2 material. Accordingly, sample FC-2

was annealed in N2 at 500 �C for 1 h. As shown in Fig. 2 using

this pre-treatment the surface groups, which decomposed

below 500 �C, were indeed removed (sample FC-2/500), but

during this treatment the major part of the functional groups

(65%) was eliminated (see Table 2). Because of the quite small

amount of the remaining functional groups, for the prepara-

tion of themixed oxide coating over carbon this pre-annealing

step was omitted.

The results of the BET surface area measurements of the

25FC composite materials were also included in Table 2. As

shown in Table 2, previous treatment of carbon at 1000 �C
before functionalization does not lead to decrease of the SBET
values of the composite support materials. According to the

BET measurements all composites studied have proper spe-

cific surface area required for fuel cell electrocatalysts

(>100 m2/g).

XPS studies were done using functionalized carbon mate-

rials FC-3 and FC-4 with highest amount of functional groups.

Composition data (in atom%) are summarized in Table 3.

The successful functionalization is indicated by the

enhanced oxygen content of the FC-3 and FC-4 samples. In

addition, a small amount of N and S (close to the detection

limit) were also generally found in the samples.

The analysis of the C 1s and O 1s line shapes allows the

tentative identification of the functional groups introduced by

the functionalization. For this, the C 1s and O 1s spectrum of

the BP sample pre-treated at 1000 �C was used as reference;

differences with respect to the reference line shape arise as a

result of appearance of new functional groups. The C 1s and O

1s spectra for the studied carbonmaterials are shown in Fig. 3.

For identification of the carbon and oxygen chemical states,

the general XPS databases [58,59] and several other works

[60,61] were used.

The C 1s spectrum measured on the annealed BP1000

active carbonmaterial shows the somewhat asymmetric peak

shape characteristic for graphitic carbon. The main compo-

nent is at 284.4 eV which corresponds to the binding energy

reported for graphitic materials; the loss peak arising due to

the excitation of the delocalized electron system at around

6 eV higher binding energy is also evident. In case of the FC

samples, in addition to the graphitic line shape deduced from

the spectrum of the annealed BP material, two new peaks are

needed for adequate fitting of themeasured data. One of them

appears around 286.3 eV binding energy. Literature assigns

this component to carbon species singly bound to oxygen
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
0.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.08.002
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Fig. 2 e TG and DTG curves of the functionalized carbon materials: (A) FC-1, FC-2 and FC-2/500 prepared using additional

treatment of the sample FC-2 in N2 at 500 �C for 1 h. (B) FC-3 and 4- FC-4. Results obtained on unmodified BP carbon were

given for comparison.

Table 3 e Composition of the annealed active carbon (BP)
and its functionalized derivatives (FCs) from XPS
measurements (atom%).

Sample C O N S

BP1000 98.0 1.5 0.3 0.2

FC-3 94.7 5.1 e 0.2

FC-4 89.9 9.8 0.3 e

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y x x x ( x x x x ) x x x6
[60,61] such as a CeOH bond or CeOeC type carbon-oxygen

connections in epoxide or lactone groups. The other is found

around 288.5 eV binding energy and can be assigned to more

highly oxidized carbon species such as carboxylic or anhy-

dride functionalities or carbon atoms bound to more than one

oxygen atom in lactones.

According to the presented spectra, the functionalities

introduced by the glucose treatment (FC-3) are mainly carbon

atoms singly bound to oxygen (2e3% of the total carbon con-

tent), while the amount of more heavily oxidized carbon

atoms remains low (1% of the carbon content). In case of the

HNO3-treated and glucose-functionalized FC-4 sample the

amount of the C atoms singly bound to oxygen remained

around 2%, while the contribution from the more strongly

oxidized carbon species increased to 3%.

The O 1s spectra confirm the above observations. A rela-

tively small amount of oxygen was found in the pre-annealed

BP1000 carbon material; its O 1s spectrum was modeled by
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
corrosion, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/
three weak contributions. The one observed around 531.4 eV

can be ascribed to epoxide groups, the one around 533.5 eV

may be due to carboxylic, lactone or ether groups while the

very weak signal around 535 eV is from adsorbed water mol-

ecules [60,61].

Using the O 1s spectrum of the BP1000 material as a base-

line reference, three further contributions can be identified in

the spectrum of the glucose-treated FC-3 sample. There is a

weak low binding energy component around 530.5 eV, which

arises from oxygen atoms with double bond to a carbon atom.

A similarly weak contribution around 533.0 eV indicates the

appearance of new carboxylic or lactone groups after func-

tionalization. However, the main O 1s component is a peak at

532.4 eV, which can be ascribed to oxygen singly bound to

carbon such as in CeOH groups. Thus, both the C 1s and the O

1s data confirm that the glucose functionalization mainly

increased the amount of CeOH groups, although more

oxidized carbon species were also formed in a small amount.

In case of the FC-4 sample the O 1s spectrum indicates that

a wide range of carbon-oxygen connections were formed. The

low binding energy peak at 530.6 eV became more intense

than after the glucose functionalization (FC-3 sample), sug-

gesting the increase of the amount of carbonyl-like species. A

strong peak around 531.6 eV indicates the considerable

number of epoxide groups. The amount of hydroxyl groups

must be smaller than after the glucose functionalization, as

the corresponding peak at 532.5 eV is relatively weaker. A
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Fig. 3 e (A): C 1s and (B): O 1s spectra of the (a): BP pre-treated at 1000 �C (BP1000), (b) glucose-functionalized BP1000 (FC-3)

and (c): HNO3-treated and glucose-functionalized BP1000 (FC-4) samples. O 1s spectra were normalized to the corresponding

C 1s spectra so the relative intensity of the O 1s spectra correlates with the oxygen content of the materials. In panel (A) the

components arising after functionalization are shown in their original intensity (filled curves) and after multiplication by 5

(for better visibility, unfilled curves).
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strong component at 533.3 eV suggests that numerous car-

boxylic, lactone or ether groups were formed as the result of

the treatment.

Characterization of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composite materials
and related Pt catalysts

Physicochemical characterization
As one of our aims is to check the effect of the functional

groups on the nature and the electrochemical behavior of the

composites and the electrocatalysts deposited onto them, we

present here further data obtained on composite supports and

catalysts prepared using FC-4 with the highest content of

oxygen-containing functional groups of different character, in

comparison with data for non-functionalized BP-based

systems.

Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns measured before and after

HTT on Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composites with different Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/

C ratios prepared using FC-4 and unmodified BP carbon. As

shown in Fig. 4AeD in all investigated samples (i) only the

reflections of the TiO2-rutile crystallites were present; (ii) no

changes in the lattice parameters connected to the degree of

Mo incorporation were observed (all diffractograms indicated

a ¼ 4.640 �A, c ¼ 2.935 �A; the deviation from the values of pure

rutile (a¼ 4.593�A, c ¼ 2.959�A) can be used to assess the extent

of Mo doping [28]) and (iii) no reflections characteristic to

MoO2 or MoO3 were found. These results are in good agree-

ment with our previous studies which demonstrated that the

Ti/Mo atomic ratio of 80/20 in the Ti(1-x)MoxO2-C (x ¼ 0.2e0.4)

composite materials is an optimum having total Mo incorpo-

ration into the rutile-TiO2 lattice, which ensures high stability

of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composite [28,30]. Accordingly, the

composite with Ti/Mo ¼ 80/20 atomic ratio was chosen to

study the effect of the functionalization and Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C

ratio on the activity and stability of Pt electrocatalysts.

The less sharp diffraction peaks observed in the XRD

pattern of the samples with low mixed oxide content in the
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
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carbon matrix (75BP and 75FC-4) as compared to 25BP and

25FC-4 samples may be attributed to the small mixed oxide

content in the composite materials (see Fig. 4B and D).

Deposition of platinum resulted in the appearance of

characteristic reflections at 2 theta values of 39.6, 47.4, 67.1�,
corresponding to the (111), (200), and (220) reflections of the fcc

structure of platinum, respectively [12,62] (Fig. 4, green

curves). The broad line shape of Pt indicates very small

crystallites.

The apparent surface composition of the composites pre-

pared on untreated or functionalized carbon with different

oxide/carbon ratios were determined by XPS and are sum-

marized in Table 4.

A general and repeatedly observed feature of the compos-

ites prepared on the untreated BP carbon is that the apparent

mixed oxide content is always notably smaller than the

nominal value. It is explained by a somewhat inhomogeneous

nature of the mixed oxide coating, containing also several

larger crystallites; under such circumstances XPS tends to

underestimate the amount of the oxide [28]. Nevertheless, the

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratio of the composite prepared on the func-

tionalized carbon is clearly closer to the nominal value, which

suggests a change in the structure of the composite towards a

more disperse and a more homogeneous oxide coating over

the carbon. At the same time, as shown in Table 4 the Ti/Mo

ratio seems to depend on the mixed oxide content but not on

the type of the carbon used.

The BET surface area of the composite support materials

with different Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios prepared using the BP and

FC-4 carbons was presented in Table 5 (results of nitrogen

adsorption measurements were presented in Table S1 and

Fig. S3 of the Supplementary Material). High values of the SBET
obtained on our composite materials comparing to low values

generally characteristic for pure oxides demonstrate that in

the presence of carbon the particles of the composite mate-

rials are successfully protected from sintering.
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Fig. 4 e XRD patterns of Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composites before HTT (blue), after HTT (red) and after Pt loading (green). Samples

with different Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios prepared using BP and FC-4 carbon: 25BP (A); 75BP (B); 25FC-4 (C); 75FC-4 (D).;- Rutile.

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 4 e Composition of the mixed oxideecarbon
composite supports determined by XPS measurements.

Sample Ti/Mo (at%/at%)a (Ti þ Mo þ O)/C (wt%/wt%)b

25FC-4 3.6/1 70/30

25BP 3.5/1 58/42

75FC-4 5.2/1 20/80

75BP 4.9/1 19/81

a The nominal Ti/Mo ratio ¼ 4/1.
b The nominal composition of the support: 75 wt% Ti0.8Mo0.2O2 -

25 wt% C for the 25Cmaterials and 25 wt% Ti0.8Mo0.2O2 - 75 wt% C

for the 75C composites (C¼ FC-4 or BP).

Table 5 e Influence of the functionalization treatment of
carbon and the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratio in composite
materials on the structural properties and
electrochemical performance of the corresponding Pt
electrocatalysts.

Sample SBET,
m2/ga

Pt size, nm
(TEM)b

ECO,max,
c

mV
ECSA,
m2/gPt

D

ECSA,
%d

Pt/25BP 248 2.9 ± 0.8 705 (sh: 745) 81.6 ± 8.4 9.1

Pt/75BP 1120 2.7 ± 0.7 775 69.1 ± 2.1 11.8

Pt/25FC-4 147 2.5 ± 0.6 705 (sh: 745) 60.9 ± 4.5 11.0

Pt/75FC-4 726 2.8 ± 0.7 775 65.4 ± 6.1 8.5

a Specific surface area of the composite support materials.
b Particle size determined by measuring the diameters of no less

than 1000 randomly selected metal particles in at least ten mi-

crographs of each sample taken fromnon-aggregated areas using

ImageJ software.
c The position of the main CO stripping peak measured on fresh

catalysts.
d D ECSA ¼ {1-(ECSA500/ECSA1)} � 100%; sh ¼ shoulder.
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As follows from Table 5 (i) the increase of the carbon con-

tent in the composite materials (75BP and 75FC-4) results in

pronounced increase of the SBET; (ii) surface area of the FC-

containing supports is lower compared to the composites

prepared using unmodified BP carbon; (iii) the lowest value of

the SBET ¼ 147 m2/g was obtained on the 25FC-4 composite

containing high amount of mixed oxide. The decrease of the

SBET of the composites prepared using FCs, independently of

the content of carbonaceous material, can be an indication of

the formation of more homogeneous mixed-oxide coating

compared to the samples prepared using unmodified BP.

TEM images of the electrocatalysts prepared using FC-4

and BP carbons are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The Pt particle

size values determined from TEM experiments are given in
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
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Table 5. In all samples studied a good dispersion of the Pt

particles was observed.

The difference observed betweenTEM images of composite

materials with high (Fig. 5) and low content of mixed oxide

(Fig. 6) is quite pronounced. The presence of the Moir�e pattern

(Figs. 5B,D and 6B) arising from overlapping mixed oxide
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Fig. 5 e TEM images and corresponding histograms of particle size distribution for the Pt/25BP (A, B) and Pt/25FC-4 (C, D)

catalysts; characteristic Moir�e patternwasmarkedwith red circle. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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crystallites in the composite materials with high mixed oxide

content confirmed the success of TiO2-based coating forma-

tion over the carbon. Even spatial distribution of oxide crys-

tallites suggested that a quite homogeneous coverage was

achieved. At the same time, in case of the unmodified carbon

based composite, the large, nanorod-like mixed oxide rutile

crystallites mentioned above are also visible (Fig. 5A), while a

more homogeneous mixed oxide structure is observed in case

of the FC-based support (Fig. 5C).

As seen from Fig. 6 in the samples with high content of

carbonaceous materials the presence of the oxide layers over

carbon was less obvious. These results are in a good agree-

ment with our previous observations obtained on the com-

positeswithmixed oxide/carbonmass ratio of 50/50 [26,27,31].

Our preliminary assumption was that by increasing the

functional group density, we can modify the nucleation and

growth of the rutile-TiO2 phase, which may have some

beneficial effect on the coverage of the mixed oxide over the

carbonaceous backbone. This assumption was based on

literature results [43e46], and the physicochemical charac-

terization results indeed demonstrate that our efforts for

better mixed oxide coverage were at least partly successful by

using the functionalization treatment.
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Electrochemical performance
The influence of the functionalization treatment of carbon

and the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratio in composite materials on the

electrochemical performance of the catalysts was demon-

strated in Table 5 and Figs. 7 and 8.

The voltammograms show the general characteristics

observed previously for the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composite sup-

ported electrocatalysts [28e30]. The cyclic voltammograms

contain two notable regions: the adsorption/desorption peaks

of under-potentially deposited hydrogen (between 50 and

400 mV) and a peak pair between 380 mV and 530 mV

assigned to reduction/oxidation of surface Mo species. The

appearance of these redox peaks in the voltammograms

confirms the PteMo interactions, which is a characteristic

feature for the catalysts containing Pt and Mo in close vicinity

[29,63,64].

The COads stripping voltammograms contain the so-called

pre-peak region starting at 50mV, which is due to Mo-assisted

oxidation of weakly bound CO species on Pt and is an indicator

of the CO tolerance of the catalysts. These features demon-

strate that all systems, regardless to the functionalization

treatment of the carbon or to the mixed oxide/carbon ratio,

contain active Pt species closely associated to surface Mo ions
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Fig. 6 e TEM images and corresponding histograms of particle size distribution for the Pt/75BP (A) and Pt/75FC-4 (B)

catalysts. The insert in B shows a micrograph of the same sample with a larger agglomeration of the surface oxide;

characteristic Moir�e pattern was marked with red circle. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 7 e Influence of the previous functionalization of active carbon on the electrochemical performance of the composite

supported Pt catalysts. Cyclic voltammograms (A, C) and COads stripping voltammograms (B, D) of the electrocatalysts

recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 before (solid curves) and after 500 cycles (dotted curves) of the stability test. Catalysts (A, B) with low

carbon content (Pt/25BP (red), Pt/25FC-4 (violet)) and (C, D) with high carbon content (Pt/75BP (blue), Pt/75FC-4 (green)); the

COads stripping voltammogram obtained on the fresh reference 20 wt% Pt/C catalyst (black) is given for comparison. Sweep

rate: 100 mV/s (A, C) and 10 mV/s (B, D). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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in the support. The shape of the COads stripping voltammo-

grams and the position of the main COads stripping peak

mainly depend on the mixed oxide content and are indepen-

dent on the type of carbonaceous material used for composite

material preparation (FC or BP). The position of themain COads

stripping peak on the Pt/25BP and Pt/25FC-4 catalysts (705mV)

is shifted towards less positive potentials by 70 mV with
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
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respect to themain peak observed on the Pt/75BP and Pt/75FC-

4 samples with high carbon content (775 mV), thus demon-

strating increased tolerance to CO of the catalysts with high

mixed oxide content. After 500 cycles of the stability test the

main CO stripping peak on both catalysts with high carbon

content shifts ca. 10e20 mV toward less positive potential
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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Fig. 8 e Influence of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios in composite materials prepared using BP and FC-4 carbon on the

electrochemical performance of the catalysts. Cyclic voltammograms (A, C) and COads stripping voltammograms (B, D) of the

electrocatalysts recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 before (solid curves) and after 500 cycles (dotted curves) of the stability test.

Catalysts obtained using (A, B) unmodified BP carbon (Pt/25BP (red), Pt/75BP (blue)) and (C, D) FC-4 carbonaseous material (Pt/

25FC-4 (violet), Pt/75FC-4 (green)) for the preparation of composites. Sweep rate: 100 mV/s (A, C) and 10 mV/s (B, D). (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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values in comparison to that obtained over fresh samples; on

the Pt/75FC-4 catalyst this shift is more pronounced.

The electrochemically active Pt surface area (ECSA) of the

electrocatalysts presented in Table 5 was calculated from the

charge transfer accompanying the hydrogen desorption, tak-

ing also into account the capacitive currents, originated from

double layer charging of the CVs. The loss in ECSA (D

ECSA ¼ {1-(ECSA500/ECSA1)} � 100%) was calculated from the

ECSA values obtained in the 1st and 500th cycles. In the case of

the Mo-containing composite supported Pt catalysts the dif-

ficulty in the precise ECSA calculation is the overlap of theMo-

related redox peaks between 380 mV and 530 mV with the

under-potentially deposited hydrogen adsorption/desorption

peaks. In case of the composite materials with different

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios the second error source in the ECSA

calculation is associated with the pronounced change of the

charge originated from the double layer. As shown in Figs. 7

and 8 increase of the content of carbonaceous materials in

the composites from 25 to 75 wt% results in a pronounced

increase of the double layer charging. Upon comparison of the

cyclic voltammograms presented on Fig. 8A and the ECSA

values obtained on the Pt/25BP and Pt/75BP catalysts (see

Table 5) this effect and its influence on the ECSA calculation

can be well assessed.

The electrochemical stability tests for 500 polarization cy-

cles performed on the catalysts studied in this work revealed

that small and quite similar performance loss (D ECSA) was

observed. The minimal difference observed on the catalysts

(see Table 5) is mainly related to the accuracy of the ECSA

values calculation especially taking into account the decrease

of the double layer charging during the stability test (compare
Please cite this article as: Borb�ath I et al., CO tolerant Pt electrocata
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CV curves obtained before and after 500 cycles of the stability

test on Figs. 7A,C and 8A,C).

The functionalization of carbon and using high mixed

oxide content resulted in significant decrease of the specific

surface area of the composite support and the ECSA value of

corresponding Pt catalyst (see sample Pt/25FC-4 in Table 5).

Moreover, as was already mentioned above, high oxide con-

tent in the catalyst layer can lead to a slight increase of the cell

resistance and, as a consequence, to a performance loss. Ac-

cording to the results of the electrochemical stability test for

500 polarization cycles the Pt/75FC-4 catalyst with

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ratios of 25/75 seems to be more promising.
Conclusions

Using commercial BP carbon and FC materials the sol-gel-

based multistep synthesis was successfully elaborated for

the preparation of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2eC composite supports

with different mixed oxide to carbon ratios. FC materials with

oxygen-containing functional groups were prepared using

either a one-step treatment with glucose or by a two-step

treatment with HNO3 and glucose. Based on the results of

the study of carbon functionalization treatment carried out by

TG and XPS measurements, it can be concluded that:

(i) the amount and type of the surface oxygen groups de-

pends on the type of the oxidizing/functionalizing re-

agent used;

(ii) treatment with glucose resulted only in the formation

surface groups, which decomposed below 500 �C;
lysts for PEM fuel cells with enhanced stability against electro-
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(iii) upon treatment with (HNO3 þ glucose) functional

groups of different character were obtained;

(iv) upon treatment in nitrogen at 500 �C functional groups

unstable at HTT can be removed;

(v) annealing of carbon at 1000 �C followed by functionali-

zation resulted in the highest content of oxygen-

containing functional groups.

XRD measurements after the deposition of the

Ti0.8Mo0.2O2 mixed oxide confirmed the lack of segregated

molybdenum oxides. TEM and XPS studies indicated the

success of TiO2-based coating formation over the carbon. The

decrease of the SBET of the composites prepared using FCs,

independently on the content of carbonaceous material, can

be an indication of the formation of more homogeneous

mixed-oxide coating comparing to the samples prepared

using unmodified BP.

The electrochemical stability tests for 500 polarization cy-

cles performed on the catalysts studied in this work revealed

that only small performance losses (D ECSA) were observed.

Due to the fact that high oxide content in the catalyst layer can

lead to a slight increase of the cell resistance, the Pt/75FC-4

catalyst with Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C ¼ 25/75 ratio seems to be more

promising. However, on the Pt/25BP and Pt/25FC-4 catalysts

with high mixed oxide content electrooxidation of the

strongly adsorbed CO started at less positive potentials, thus

demonstrating increased tolerance to CO compared to the

catalysts with high carbon content.
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